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2. Large up-front costs every 10 years it will need resurfacing

a. LBL gave insight on the costs associated with resurfacing

from experience.

3. Creating a capital reserve fund so the 10-year maintenance will be

covered

Ill. CAPRA Accreditation: How will this affect leagues? 

a. Monica discussed the accreditation process and requirements.

b. A maintenance plan is needed for accreditation. Monica asked the leagues to

work closely with her on a schedule of their needs from pre-season to post

season wrap up.

IV. New Parks Maintenance Standards and Schedules

i. Ethics Policy- Do not tip the staff. Working on a policy for this.

ii. Maintenance

1. Creating a protocol that should be complete by the end of the FY

2. Monica made the leagues aware of the Maintenance Union and

instructed the leagues to keep her in the loop about what type of

maintenance that is planned so we can be sure that it does not

violate the union contract and so we can be sure that we are not

being counterproductive to each other's work.

3. Leagues showed concern that their needs are not currently having

their maintenance needs met. They expressed that there should

be better processes to getting what they need done in order to

not violate Union policy, yet have adequate fields and facilities.

V. New Concussion Protocols

i. Please send your current concussion protocols. If your league participates

in standards for a National standard for the sport, send us what those

standards are and how you keep in line with them.

ii. The Township is looking for accountability with concussion protocols

from the leagues. It was determined that most leagues follow governing

body protocols.

iii. Central training for all safety related services for volunteers were

discussed. Leagues agreed it would be productive to find a way to

streamline as much of the requirements for training and clearances as

possible. Many coaches coach between leagues. Would save time and

money if there were umbrella trainings and shared clearances. The

department, in conjunction with the leagues will look for a way to offer

classes centrally for volunteers.

iv. Safe Kids Bucks County is working toward some of these things and offers

some trainings at no charge. Monica discussed some Safe Kids initiatives

and the possibility of grants or funding toward some required trainings

and equipment.

v. Monica asked all leagues to send in current protocols for concussion, CPR

and AED training, and child abuse clearances/background checks.
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